The Root Identification Problem is at the heart of CAD systems. In parametric constraint-based CAD, it can be seen as selecting one solution to a system of nonlinear equations among a potentially exponential number of solutions and has been classified as a NP-hard problem. Evolutionary algorithms have proven to be an effective technology for solving general constraint-satisfaction problems. However, very little is known on how evolutionary algorithms actually perform when applied to geometric problems. In this work, we develop a statistical model to describe the performance of evolutionary algorithms applied to solve the Root Identification Problem. The model allows to figure out the solution quality yielded by the algorithm for a given available run-time and vice versa. The model performance is empirically validated over a benchmark with a very large search space.
INTRODUCTION
Modern Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Manufacturing systems [17] are built on top of parametric geometric modeling engines and geometric constraint solving is arguably a core technology of CAD and, by extension, of managing product design data. Since the introduction of parametric design by Pro/Engineer in the 1980s, every major CAD system has adopted geometric constraint solving into its design interface. Most prominently, 2D constraint solving has become an integral component of sketchers on which most feature-based design systems are built. See [10] and references therein. Beyond applications in CAD and manufacturing, geometric constraint solving is also applicable in other fields like virtual reality and is closely related in a technical sense to theorem proving. For solution techniques, geometric constraint solving also borrows heavily from symbolic algebraic computation and matroid theory.
The CAD field has developed sketching systems that automatically instantiate geometric objects from a rough sketch, annotated with dimensions and constraints input by the user. The sketch only has to be topologically correct where dimensions and constraints are normally not yet satisfied. Then the system checks whether the dimensions and constraints coherently define an object. If so, the geometric object is actually built.
Geometric problems defined by constraints have an exponential number of solutions in the number of geometric elements involved. Generally, the user is only interested in one instance such that besides fulfilling the geometric constraints, exhibits some additional properties. This solution instance is called the intended solution. Since users interact with CAD and Manufacturing systems in real time, and the search space is exponential, devising efficient techniques to select the intended solution is paramount. Selecting a solution instance amounts to selecting one among a number of different roots of a nonlinear equation or system of equations. In [4] , the problem of selecting a given root was named the Root Identification Problem , from now on denoted RIP.
Evolutionary algorithms have proven to be an effective technology for solving general constraintsatisfaction problems. However, very little is known on how evolutionary algorithms actually perform when applied to geometric problems. In previous works, [12] , a preliminary study was conducted to asses the potential behavior of a number of metaheuristics, [2] , applied to solve the RIP in twodimensional geometric constraint solving where reduced size problem instances were considered. The study showed that the most promising metaheuristics were clearly in the population-based category: specifically Population-Based Incremental Learning (PBIL), [14] , and Cross generational elitist selection Heterogeneous recombination and Cataclismic mutation (CHC), [7] .
However, metaheuristics do not always reach an optimal solution, even for long computation times. In addition, it is often difficult to obtain an analytical prediction of either the achievable solution quality within a given computation time or the time taken to find a solution of a given quality. The assessment of these conflicting performance measures is critical for the evaluation of metaheuristics, in particular evolutionary algorithms, and their application to the RIP in geometric constraint solving. Given the lack of theoretical guidelines and the stochastic nature of most metaheuristics, such performance assessments are best carried out by experimentation. However, since measures of performance such as the solution-cost and run-time can be seen as random variables, the field of statistics provides the appropriate basis for supporting the research on metaheuristics and, in particular, evolutionary algorithms, [5] .
In general, literature on metaheuristics has focused on experimental comparisons and performance evaluation of certain algorithms over a problem or problems. The idea of the existence of an underlying performance model for a pair problem instance-metaheuristic is rarely suggested and demonstrated. In particular, as far as we know, metaheuristics have been never applied before to the RIP. The availability of a performance model for metaheuristics and, in particular, for evolutionary algorithms could allow to predict the behavior of an algorithm before running it. An approximate idea of the algorithm efficiency needed to reach a given solution quality could be obtained. Likewise the solution quality that one could expected to achieve after allowing an algorithm to run for a given period of time could be assessed, [11] . For large search spaces in CAD systems, where real time interaction is a must, such a model could be even more useful.
In this paper we develop a model to predict the performance of PBIL and CHC when they are applied to solve the RIP as a function of the problem size and the quality of the sought solution. The model is validated using a benchmark including very large size geometric problems. Experiments have been conducted using the two-dimensional geometric constraint solver described in [21] . However, the methodology applies to any constructive constraint solving method where the space of solutions is represented as a construction plan.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the main concepts involved in the RIP and how it can be formally defined as an optimization problem. Section 3 briefly describes the evolutionary algorithms studied. Section 4 presents the parameters setting for the performance model. The performance model is developed in Section 5. In Section 6 we validate the model, leaving Section 7 to draw some conclusions and to suggest future work.
we use to define the intended solution instance, that is, the solution of interest we want to select. Finally, we show how the RIP can be formally defined as an optimization problem.
Constructive Geometric Constraint Solving
In two-dimensional constraint-based geometric design, the designer creates a rough sketch of an object made out of simple geometric elements like points, lines, circles and arcs of circle. Then the intended exact shape is specified by annotating the sketch with constraints like distance between two points, distance from a point to a line, angle between two lines, line-circle tangency and so on. Fig. 1 Once the user has defined the sketch and the set of constraints, a geometric constraint solver checks whether the set of geometric constraints coherently defines the object and, if so, determines the position of the geometric elements.
Many techniques have been reported in the literature that provide powerful and efficient methods for solving systems of geometric constraints. See [10] and references therein for an extensive analysis of work on constraint solving. Among all the geometric constraint solving techniques, our interest focuses on the graph-based constructive approach, [13] .
Constructive solvers have two major components: the analyzer and the constructor. The analyzer symbolically determines whether a geometric problem defined by constraints is solvable. If the problem is solvable, the output of the analyzer is a sequence of construction steps, known as the construction plan that describes how to place each geometric element in such a way that all constraints are satisfied. After assigning specific values to the parameters, the constructor interprets the construction plan and builds an object instance, provided that no numerical incompatibilities arise, for example, computing the square root of a negative value.
The Construction Plan
The specific construction plan generated by an analyzer depends on the underlying constructive technique and on how it is implemented. For example, the ruler-and-compass constructive approach is a well-known technique where each constructive step in the plan corresponds to a basic operation solvable with a ruler, a compass and a protractor. In practice, this simple approach solves most useful geometric problems. Fig. 2 shows a construction plan for the object in Fig. 1 ., generated by the rulerand-compass geometric constraint solver reported in [13] and available in [21] .
Function names in the plan in Fig. 2 are self explanatory. For example, function 2 () line P defines a straight line through two points, () circleCR defines a circle by its center and radius, and functions () ilc , () icc denote line-circle intersection and circle-circle intersection respectively. Parameter i s in the last two functions identifies one out of the two possible intersections. We will call it the sign.
The Root Identification as an Optimization Problem
In general, a well constrained geometric constraint problem has an exponential number of solution instances with respect to the number of geometric elements in the problem, [8] . For example, consider a geometric constraint problem that properly places n points with respect to each other. Assume that the points can be placed serially, each time determining the next point q by two distances from two already placed points, say 1 p and 2 p . In general, each point can be placed in two different locations corresponding to the intersection points of two circles. Therefore, for n points, once the first two points have been placed, we could have up to The problem of finding a specific real solution to a geometric constraint problem has been classified as NP-hard in [8] . Since geometric constraint solving is at the heart of CAD and Manufacturing systems where user-system interactivity in real time is a must, devising techniques to efficiently solve the RIP would be a great accomplishment.
In the technique considered in this work, the RIP is solved by overconstraining the geometric constraint problem. The technique has two different steps. In the first step, the user defines the set of constraints. To avoid over-constrained situations, geometric constraints are defined as belonging to two different categories. One category includes the set of constraints needed to specifically solve the geometric constraint problem at hand. The other category includes a set of extra constraints or predicates on the geometric elements with which the user identifies the intended solution instance.
In the second step, the solver generates the space of solution instances, as a construction plan. Then, a search of the solution instances space is performed seeking for a solution instance which maximizes the number of extra constraints fulfilled. In this context, solving the RIP amounts to solving a general constraint-satisfaction problem expressed as a constraint optimization problem.
Evolutionary algorithms have proven to be an effective technology for solving general constraintsatisfaction problems, [6] . With the aim of applying evolutionary algorithms, we show how our RIP can be formalized as a constraint optimization problem. Recall from Section 2.2 that we consider rulerand-compass constructive geometric constraint solving where geometric operations correspond to quadratic equations, thus each constructive step has at most two different roots.
Let j s denote the sign associated by the solver with the j -th intersection operation, either linecircle intersection, ilc , or circle-circle intersection, icc , occurring in the construction plan. Since we are interested only in solution instances that are actually feasible, that is, solution instances where no numerical incompatibilities arise in the constructor, we only need to consider the integer parameter j s taking value in the set
Assume that L is the total number of ilc plus icc intersection operations in the construction plan.
We define the index associated with the construction plan as the ordered set
defines the space where the solution instances to the geometric constraint problem belong to.
A construction plan which is a solution to a geometric constraint problem can be seen as a function of the index I . Moreover, the construction plan can be expressed as a first order logic formula, see [16] . Let ( ) I  denote this first order logic formula. Clearly, the set of indices
is the space of feasible indices, that is the set of indices each selecting one solution to the geometric constraint problem. This set of indices is the allowable search space, [6] . Let  denote the first order logic formula defined by the conjunction of the extra constraints given to specify the intended solution instance. Let f be a (possibly real-valued) function defined on ( ) I    which has to be optimized. Then, according to [6] , the triple , , ( ) f I     defines a constraint optimization problem where finding a solution means finding an index I in the allowable search space F I with an optimal f value. In simple terms, the problem we are studying can be stated as:
Let G be a geometric problem defined by a set of constraints C . Let ( ) P I be a construction plan generated by a constructive solver that defines the space of instance solutions to G as a function of the set of indices I . Let C be the set of extra constraints that characterizes the intended solution instance. Find an index F I I  such that the number of constraints in C fulfilled by the solution instance ( ) P I is maximum.
THE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS STUDIED
In previous works, [12] , we conducted a preliminary study to asses the potential behavior of a number of metaheuristics applied to solve the RIP. The study considered single-point and population-based metaheuristics according to the classification given in [2] . The single-point search methods applied were local search algorithms, simulated annealing, tabu search, and multistart local search. The population-based search methods applied were genetic algorithms, estimation of distribution algorithms and ant colony optimization.
The results showed that the most promising algorithms were clearly in the population-based category, specifically PBIL and CHC. In this section, we first define both the coding scheme and the fitness function. Then, for the sake of completeness, we give a brief description for each algorithm.
Coding Scheme and Fitness Function
When dealing with evolutionary algorithms, two general concepts need to be defined according to the specific problem at hand: the coding scheme and the fitness function.
Recall from Section 2.3 that the set of signs that identifies each intersection point is
Clearly, each solution instance to the geometric constraint problem can be coded as a binary string I of length L . Therefore the Cartesian product L I S  , defines the space where the solution instances to the geometric constraint problem belong to.
We solve the RIP by overconstraining the geometric constraint problem, that is, the intended solution instance to a well constrained problem is specified by defining a set C of predicates on the geometric elements. As extra constraints, the user can apply the usual geometric constraints or specific constraints. where point p must lay. The second and third fix the usual clock-wise and counterclockwise orientations of three given points.
Since the goal is to select a solution instance such that the number of extra constraints fulfilled is maximal, with each solution instance I we associate the fitness function The computational cost of evaluating this fitness function depends quadratically on the number of signs in the index, | | I , see [10] , and linearly on the number of extra constraints, | | C , see [16] .
Therefore, the computational requirements are high.
CHC and PBIL
The CHC algorithm, [7] , is a nontraditional genetic algorithm which combines a conservative selection strategy that always preserves the best individuals found so far with a radical, highly disruptive recombination operator that produces offsprings that are maximally different from both parents.
The parameters affecting the evolution of the CHC algorithm for which the user must provide a value are: [14] , is a general heuristic search algorithm inspired by the standard genetic algorithm. PBIL is a kind of evolutionary algorithm where the genotype of an entire population is evolved rather than individual members. Contrary to the standard genetic algorithm it does not maintain a population of individuals but instead PBIL contains a Probability Vector (PV). The mechanisms used in PBIL are derived from those used in competitive learning.
The main parameters affecting the PBIL algorithm evolution are:  Population size ( PS ): number of samples in the population to be generated per generation. 
PARAMETERS SETTING FOR CHC AND PBIL
In previous works, [12] , we conducted a preliminary study to tune CHC and PBIL algorithms in order to obtain the best performance when they are used to solve the RIP. There, we considered problems with search spaces of instances. We applied an empirical methodology along with a statistical ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA), [5] .
In this section, a parameter setting for each problem size and evolutionary algorithm, CHC and PBIL, is estimated by means of a simple linear regression method, [22] .
Preliminaries
To study the behaviour of PBIL and CHC algorithms as a function of their parameters we have applied an empirical methodology along with an ANOVA statistical analysis of the experimental results. To avoid doing a complete factorial design of experiments, we have taken into account the statistical nature of the samples obtained from our experiments and the limitations of the different proposals: racing algorithms, sequential parameter optimization, etc., [15] .
Since investigating the behavior of the evolutionary algorithms with all parameters variable would be hard to accomplish, we will focus on those parameters whose influence on the algorithms are considered as fundamental which are listed in Section 3.2. These parameters are called factors. The factor levels are the set of discrete different values assigned to a factor in an experiment. For each factor studied, several levels have been considered. First, for each parameter, a central value has been selected among those suggested by the specific literature. Then we defined a number of additional levels (either four or six) evenly distributed with respect to the central value, half of them smaller and half of them greater than the central value. A specific assignment of factors levels to the parameters is called a treatment.
We have considered a representative benchmark of problems with sizes of For each treatment and run we recorded the actual number of fitness evaluations performed, the runlength. The maximum number of evaluations allowed before declaring a run as a failure is the maximum run-length, max rl . Since our context requires real time interaction, [13] , max rl was set to 30000 evaluations.
An observation is the mean run-length estimated by
where k is the number of successful runs (95% of the extra constraints fulfilled) and i rl is the runlength of the i -th successful run, [11] . The total number of runs was 50 r n  , each triggered with an initial random seed.
For the safe usage of ANOVA (or, as a matter of fact, any parametric test) observations must fulfill independence, normality and homocedasticity, [20] . Independence was guaranteed by selecting a different random seed for each CHC and PBIL run. Since the sample size is very large, the Central Limit Theorem guarantees normality and homocedasticity was checked applying Levene's test, [5] . However, normality and homocedasticity were checked by performing 50 observations for each treatment and each problem. This experimental setup yielded, for each problem instance, 875 series for PBIL and 735 series for CHC (one series for each treatment considered) of run-length values,ˆ( ) E RL .
To elucidate the influence of the parameters on the algorithms performance, we have conducted a comprehensive statistical analysis of the empirical results by using ANOVA. The independent variables are the algorithm parameters and the dependent variable is the mean run-length,ˆ( ) E RL , required to find a solution. We have conducted unifactorial analysis, multifactorial analysis, post hoc tests and best parameter level selection. First, one-way ANOVA has been used to determine if the effect of each individual parameter on the algorithm result is significant. Second, multiple factor ANOVA has been applied to elucidate how all the possible combinations of factors affect the algorithm performance and the importance of that influence. Third, post hoc tests have allowed to select the best values for each parameter differing among the results yielded by each factor level.
Parameters Setting Models
Given a problem size and an evolutionary algorithm, specific values must be assigned to the set of parameters which determine the evolution of the algorithm. Those values are commonly chosen in practice by trial and error, tuned by hand, taken from other fields or by adaptation and self-adaptation mechanisms, [15] .
We have identified linear regression models to figure out the best parameters settings, for CHC and PBIL algorithms, as a function of the index length L for problems with search space bounded by 2 L , [12] . Problems in the benchmark were randomly obtained using Henneberg sequences, [3] , an easy and common way to generate useful classes of constraint graphs. The resulting benchmark is available at [23] . The identified models for CHC and PBIL algorithms are given in Tab. 1. The independent variable has been transformed to guarantee linearity, normality and homocedasticity in the model, [22] .
The goodness of these models, [9] , was validated by computing the Pearson correlation coefficients, whose values are close to 100%. Besides, the T-test, the ANOVA and residuals analysis confirmed the model validity, [20] . Therefore our models are well-supported by the experimental samples.
Learning Rate
Tab. 1: Parameters setting models for CHC and PBIL.
PBIL AND CHC PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
We evaluate PBIL and CHC algorithms performance when they are applied to solve the RIP, following the ideas reported in [11] . First we identify empirical run-time distributions. Then, a theoretical statistical distribution which describes this behavior is identified. Finally, the properties which determine the algorithm behavior and performance are described using the model identified.
Run-Length Distributions
The run-time behavior of evolutionary algorithms, in general, is characterized by random variables. Therefore, the detailed knowledge of run-time distributions provides key information for the analysis of these algorithms.
Instead of actually measuring algorithm runs in terms of CPU-time, it is often preferable to use representative operation counts as a more machine independent measure of an algorithm's performance. In this way, using a suitable cost model for the algorithm operations facilitates the comparison of different algorithms.
In our study, the computational cost for both PBIL and CHC algorithms corresponds, basically, to computing the number of extra predicates fulfilled by the set of solution instances in the population, see Section 4.1. Therefore, as run-length unit or step, we choose computing the number of extra predicates fulfilled by a solution instance. In these conditions, instead of run-time distributions we get run-length distributions, RLDs in what follows. In the scenario we are working, user-system interaction is a must. Therefore, we fix a time limit, say max rl , for the run-length.
To actually measure RLDs, we measure empirical RLDs by running PBIL and CHC algorithms for r n times on a given problem instance up to the limit max rl . A run is declared successful if a solution instance that fulfills all the extra constraints that select the desired solution is found before reaching the cutoff. Then we record for each successful run the number of steps actually performed.
Since the run-time depends on the problem instance and the search space is different for each instance, a run-time distribution must be estimated for each instance and algorithm. From them, we will identify the run-time distribution type corresponding to the global problem, [11] .
The empirical run-length distribution is the cumulative distribution associated with the observations. Let ( ) rl j denote the run length for the j -th successful run over an instance I , then the cumulative empirical RLD is defined as
The averaged empirical RLD for an algorithm over a set T including T n instances can be defined as
where ( ) I rl j denotes the run length for the j -th successful run over the instance I .
The averaged empirical RLD will be used to summarize the performance of an algorithm on a specific 2 L size problem represented by a significant set T of instances. The averaged empirical RLD samples are obtained by averaging the run-lengths corresponding to the same probability in individual empirical RLDs. Empirical RLDs were determined for a set of problems in our benchmark, see [23] . The problem size and the number of random instances included in each of them are given in Tab. 2. To guarantee the normality in the samples, the number of runs for each algorithm and instance was 50 r n  , [5] . Tab. 2: Features of the benchmark used for finding a statistical model.
A Statistical Model for Empirical RLDs
To find a statistical model for the empirical RLDs, a set of statistical continuous distributions were selected, taking into account the nature of the random variable analyzed. The set included the most common distributions to model run-time versus solution quality in non-deterministic search algorithms, [11] , that is, Exponential, Weibull, Gamma, Erlang, Normal, Laplace and Cauchy.
Each empirical RLD was fit to each different theoretical statistical continuous distribution, [1] . Then, Percentile-Percentile, Chi-squared, Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling goodness-of-fit tests were applied representing the most useful and used graphical and quantitative goodness-of-fit tests, see [9] .
Among the theoretical continuous distributions essayed, only the Gamma distribution does not allow to reject the Null Hypothesis, i.e. we have not enough evidence to reject that the data follow the specified distribution, with a 95% confidence level, for all the problem instances. Therefore the Gamma distribution was chosen to model the RLDs for both CHC and PBIL.
Then an averaged empirical RLD, see Eqn. 5.2., for each problem size and algorithm was computed. The goodness-of-fit for each averaged empirical RLD to the theoretical statistical distributions listed above was tested applying the same procedure as in the individual empirical RLDs.
Again, the distribution which models the averaged empirical RLDs was the Gamma distribution. Fig. 3 depicts for each problem size in the benchmark the averaged Gamma RLD.
The Gamma Model and the Problem Size
Experimental values for the mean and the standard deviation for RLDs suggest a linear relationship with the problem size, 2 L . Assuming linear behavior, we have
To figure out linear coefficients, 0  and 1  , we applied the maximum likelihood method, [1] , in a simple linear regression framework. The resulting values are given in Tab. 3.
The Gamma distribution is defined in terms of two parameters: a scale factor,  , and a shape factor, k , [19] . Given an empirical RLD with mean run-length RL and standard deviation RL  , that fits into a Gamma distribution, these relationships hold, [5] . Therefore, once RL and RL  have been computed for a problem size 2 L , we will be able to figure out values for  and k which identify the specific Gamma distribution that applies. 
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VALIDATING THE GAMMA MODEL
In the previous section, we have empirically and statistically shown that the Gamma model fits both the empirical RLDs and the averaged empirical RLDs corresponding to problems with size of up to 50 2 solutions. Now we shall validate the Gamma model by considering problems with sizes up to 100 2 and two questions:  Question 1: If the quality of the desired solution is fixed, give an estimate for the run-length the algorithm needs to find an appropriate solution instance.  Question 2: Given a limit run-length, estimate the quality of the solution instance found by the evolutionary algorithm. We will compare the results predicted by the model with the figures yielded by actually running the algorithms on the benchmark.
Experimental Setting
To validate the Gamma model, [18] , we have considered a benchmark with four different problem sizes T n  different problem instances randomly generated following the properties of the instances analyzed in previous sections. The benchmark is available at [23] .
Parameter settings for each algorithm and problem size were defined using the model developed in Section 5. They are given in Tab. 4. The number of runs of each algorithm on each instance was 50 r n  in order to keep the normality in the results, [5] . Tab. 4: Gamma parameters settings predicted with the model developed.
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Question 1
